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The imputation for tort is the core issue in the field of tort law. What kind 
of imputation determines what kind of value judgment as the basis to 
determine the tortfeasor’s liability. Thus to the harm which already occurred 
carries on the reliefs and prevents the infringement behavior. It has been the 
academic debate at all times whether principle of fair liability is the 
imputation for tort as fault liability and liability without fault principle. The 
connotation and origin of fair liability is interpreted at the beginning of this 
article. The development history of the imputation for tort is combined in the 
next part in order to explain the value of principle of fair liability in our 
country’s legislation and judicial practice,. And then give an analysis to the 
problems and solutions in the application of fair liability principle. 
In addition to the introduction and conclusions, this article is divided into 
four chapters: 
The first chapter explains the meaning of fair, distinguishes between fair , 
justice and equity, traces the origins of fair liability and elucidate the 
relationship between fair liability and equitable liability.   
The second chapter focuses on the development history of the imputation 
principle for tort law. The earliest popular was consequence liability principle, 
and then fault liability principle became the main imputation principle for tort. 
By nineteenth century liability without fault principle gradually established in 
the various countries，in this process the equitable liability emerged and 
developed.  
Chapter three gives an analysis and demonstration to the status of fair 
liability principle in the imputation principle system. Here in the first instance 
describes fair liability principle is the concretion of fair principle, then by 














relations between the three imputation principles, a proposition is provided 
that fair liability principle is an item independent in the imputation principle 
system. Eventually the legislative basis and realistic basis for fair liability 
principle are summarized.        
Chapter four deals with the application of fair liability principle. First an 
analysis of problems and solution arising from the application of fair liability 
principle to our country judicature practice and is given. And then the range of 
application of fair liability principle is illuminated. 
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《中华人民共和国侵权责任法》已于 2009 年 12 月 26 日通过，并于





















































































































响，1922 年的《苏俄民法典》规定了衡平责任原则，该法典第 406 条规定：
“依本法第 403 条至 405 条所规定之情形，加害人不应负赔偿责任时，法
院得酌量加害人及受害人之财产状况，令其赔偿。”不过，随后的 1964 年
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